Quick Setup Guide
This quickstart guide shows initial setup and gives examples of the different
card types of WarQuest. For the most current rulebook, visit
http://www.warquestboardgame.com.

Each player gets the following:
1. Control Tokens –one set of control tokens.
2. Plastic boots –one set (three) plastic boots for their leader figures.
3. Battleboard and starting army –the starting army has one of every unit in the game- one melee and one ranged unit
from each of the five races – dwarf, goblin, orc, satyr and wood elf).
4. Starting money - two silver coins.
5. Quest Cards - Two level one quests (cards are shown face up for reference only – keep your objectives hidden).
6. Conquest Cards – Two glorious victory, one reunite kingdom or conquer region (these cards do not have a sword or
star icon), and one Protect ‘City’ - (cards are shown face up for reference only – keep your objectives hidden).
Setup:
7.
8.
9.
10.

Power Cards – separate market cards (marked with a star). Shuffle remaining deck.
Power Cards available for purchase – display five Power Cards. Then shuffle market cards into Power Card deck.
Place races in their homelands.
Player going last places his warlord, lieutenant, and control token in a starting city.
The control marker under the warlord and on the battleboard is used to keep track of multiple armies.
11. Assembling the Conquest Deck:
a. Conquest Cards marked with a star (‘Protect [city]’) are separated and shuffled. Each player gets one (the rest
are removed from play).
b. (New Rule) – Each player gets two Glorious Victory Conquest Cards (marked with a sword) at the start of the
game. All remaining Glorious Victory Cards are removed from play.
c. All remaining cards with a sword icon (The “Hunt [race]”) are set aside for the moment.
d. All Conquest Cards with no sword or star icon are shuffled and each player is dealt one.
e. The “Hunt” cards are now shuffled in to the remaining Conquest Cards.

12. Assembling the Quest Deck:
a. Quests are separated by difficulty level (1, 2, and 3).
b. Each player is dealt two of the level 1 quests (the remaining level 1 quests are removed from play).
c. The level 2 quests and level 3 quests are shuffled separately.
d. The level 2 quests are placed on top of the level 3 quests to create the Quest Deck.

13. Assembling the Event Deck:
a. The ‘All Quiet’ with a star is the first event of the game.
b. Shuffle the remaining cards and identify how many turns of WarQuest will be played and assemble a deck with
that number of cards (including the ‘All Quiet’ with the star).
c. An event card is turned over before the first player takes his first action.
14. The bank - gold is the currency and the silver coins = 1 and the gold coins = 5.
POWER CARDS

1. Market cards (x9) are marked with a star.
2. The number in the gold circle is the purchase cost and the number in the green circle is the activation cost.
3. The description/bonus conveyed by the power card.

Races of Myrathia (basegame)

Dwarves
Dwarf
Kingdom of
Kadem (south
of Enhydros)
Cost (M/R)
3/3
Attack (M/R)
1/1
Defense (M/R) 2/2
Combat bonuses for each race
Homeland

1.
2.
3.
4.

Goblins
Goblin Lands
(west of
Kingdom of
Ryke)
2/2
1/1
1/1

Orcs
Orugul
(north of
Spearpoint
Barony)
3/2
2/1
1/1

Satyrs
Forest of the
Beastmen
(East of
Enhydros)
2/4
1/2
1/1

Wood Elves
Thulien Elf
Home
(northeast of
Azure Kingdom)
3/3
1/2
1/1

Dwarves – units in the defending rank must be targeted with hits before any other units.
Goblins – units not retreated get an attack on a retreating army.
Orcs – melee units each get +1 attack die in the first round.
Satyrs (Beastmen) – if in the attacking rank, flee results generate an additional attack die (1:1 ratio – if two satyrs
and one flee then only one additional die is rolled).
5. Wood Elves – melee units add one die during the ranged attack.

